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ABSTRACT. Let T\ and T2 be two classical integral transforms whose inverse

formulas coincide with themselves, satisfying the mixed Parseval equation

¡™¡(x)g(x)dx = /0°°fï(y)G2(i/)eJi,,

where Fi(y) = (T\¡)(y) and G2(y) = (T2g)(y). We propose to define the

generalized transformation T[ as the adjoint operator of T2, and conversely.

This procedure provides a new approach to extend the Hankel transform to

certain spaces of distributions.

1. Introduction. One of the most usual procedures for generalizing a classical

transform consists in constructing a testing function space where the transform

turns out to be a closed mapping, the generalized transform being defined as the

adjoint operator of the classical transform. Sometimes this definition appears as an

extension of the corresponding Parseval equation, as in the case of the distributional

Hankel transformation investigated by Zemanian [7, 9], On the other hand, most

of the time it does not occur, as is the case for Schwartz's Hankel transformation

[2]-
In this paper we introduce a new method to extend a classical transform to a

space of generalized functions. To describe in general this method we begin by

considering the Ti-transform Fi(y) of a function f(x), defined on the positive real

line, through
/•OO

(Tif)(y) = Fi(y) = /     xaK(x,y)f(x)dx,
Jo

its inverse being

/•OO

(1.1) (rf^iK*) = f(x) = /     yaK(x,y)Fi(y)dy
Jo

where o is a prescribed real number and the function K(x,y) represents a certain

kernel. Then, (1.1) verifies formally the Parseval equation

/•OO /-OO

(1.2) /     xaf(x)g(x)dx= yaFi(y)Gi(y)dy,
Jo                              Jo

where P,(y) = (Tif)(y) and d(y) = (Ti9)(y).
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Next, we introduce the T2-transform by means of

(1.3)

/•OO

(T2f)(y) = F2(y) = ya /     K(x,y)f(x)dx,
Jo

(T2-1P2)(x) = (T2F2)(x) = fix).

Parseval equality now takes the form
/•OO /-OO

(1.4) /     x-af(x)g(x)dx=        y-aF2(y)G2(y)dy,
Jo Jo

where F2{y) = (T2f)(y) and G2(y) = (T2g)(y).

The Parseval equation
/•oo roo

(1.5) /     f(x)g(x)dx=        Fi(y)G2(y)dy
Jo Jo

also holds formally. Note that, in comparison with (1.2) and (1.4), (1.5) does not

contain any weight function and involves both transforms (1.1) and (1-3).

So far, in the available literature, the generalized transformation T[ (T2) is de-

fined as the adjoint operator of Ti (T2). However, (1.5) suggests we define T{ as

the adjoint operator of T2, and T2 as the adjoint of Ti.

The success of the works of Zemanian [7, 9] concerning the generalized Hankel

transformation lies in the fact that setting a = 0 and K(x,y) = s/xyJli(xy) (Jp.(z)

being the Bessel function of the first kind of order p), the pairs (1.1) and (1.3)

coincide, as well as Parseval equations (1.2), (1.4) and (1.5). But this does not

happen for a = 1 and K(x,y) = Jß(xy). In this case we get two different Hankel-

type transformations, given by
/•OO

(1.6) (hhlif)(y) = Fiiy) = /     xJß(xy)f(x)dx,        h^ = hhß,
Jo

and
/•OO

(1.7) (h2,p.g)(y) = G2(y) = y        Jfi(xy)g(x) dx,        h^i = h2,p.;
Jo

Watson [6, p. 456] established the inversion theorem for (1.6). On the other

hand, taking into account the relation between (1.6) and (1.7) given by G2(y) =

yhi,fi[x~1g(x)\ one can similarly prove for (1.7)

THEOREM 1.   Letp>-\. Ify-xl2g(y)ELx(ü,<x>), then
,oo j

x J     Jß(xy)G2(y) dy = -[g(x + 0) + g(x - 0)]

in a neighborhood of every point y = x > 0 where g(y) is of bounded variation.

By invoking Fubini's Theorem, we get

THEOREM 2. Letp>-\. Ifx1/2f(x)EL1(Q,oo) and y~1/2G2(y) E L1(0,oo)

then
/•OO /-OO

(1.8) /     f(x)g(x)dx=        Fi(y)G2(y)dy,
Jo Jo

where now Fi(y) = (hi^f)(y) and G2(y) = (h2,p.g)(y)-

Since(1.8) is analogous to (1.5), it will be called the mixed Parseval equation for

the Hankel transformations (1.6) and (1.7).

In this work we shall use the same notation and terminology as that used in [9].
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2. The testing function spaces 22i,M and H2,ß and their duals. Let p be

any reai number.  22iiM is the linear space of all infinitely differentiable complex-

valued functions <p(x) defined on 2 = (0, oo) such that

11m';k(p)^snp\xm(x-1D)kx-^(x)\
xei

exists for each pair of nonnegative integers m and k.

On the other hand, the space H2,ß consists of all infinitely differentiable complex-

valued functions ip(x) defined on 2 for which

*fa\i\l>) = sup ̂ (x^Dfx-*1- V(z)| < co,        m, k = 0,1,2,... .
xei

The members of 22,iM {i — 1,2), and their derivatives of any order, are functions

of rapid descent at infinity. On the contrary, <p(x) E Hitll implies that <p(x) = 0(i'i)

near the origin. And if ip{x) belongs to H2,ß, then ip{x) = 0(x^+1) as x —* 0+.

These spaces and their duals coincide essentially with the spaces of Zemanian

[9, p. 129] and, therefore, verify the same properties. Thus, with the topology

generated by the collections of seminorms {7^.}, Hí^ are Fréchet spaces (i = 1,2).

The members of H[    are generalized functions of slow growth.

Every member f E Hiiß gives rise to a regular generalized function / in H!¿ ß,

through
/■OO

(f,<p)= f(x)<p(x)dx,        <peH2,lt,
Jo

provided that p > — |. In fact, / is clearly a linear operator on H2,p.- Its continuity

is inferred from
/•OO

\(f,<p)\<f$i<p) x^\f(x)\dx.
Jo

Note that the last integral exists since / E 22iiM. Moreover, it can be seen that two

members of Hi<tl, which generate the same regular member of H2 „, are identical.

Hence, 22iiM can be identified with a certain subspace of H'2 M and the inclusion

Hi¡t¡ C H'2n is now justified, on the condition that p > —|. The inclusion H2,ß C

22{ „ must be interpreted in a similar way.

Throughout this work we deal with the following differential operators:

QMX) = x-i,-1Dx''+1ip(x), RMX) = x^Dx-^tp(x),

Q^tpix) = -x^Dx-»-1^),       R*ß<p(x) = -x~iiDxiltp(x).

When they are understood as conventional or classical operators, we have

PROPOSITION l. The operator Qß is a continuous linear mapping of 22iii(+i

into Hitß.

The operator Rß is an isomorphism from 22i,M onto 22i,M+i.

The operator Q* is an isomorphism from H2,ß onto 222iM_|_i.

The operator 22* is a continuous linear mapping of H2,ß+i into H2,ß.

But, if the above operators act on generalized functions, we can establish the

following proposition.
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PROPOSITION 2. The generalized operator Qß, defined in H'2ß+1 as the adjoint

ofQ'p. on H2,p,, that is,

{Q*f,<p) = {f,QW,      /e222^+1, veH2,ß,

is an isomorphism from H2 M+1 onto H2„.

The generalized operator Rß, defined in H'2ß as the adjoint of 22* on H2,ß+i,

namely,

(Rßf,tp) = (f,R*ßtp),       f e H^ß, r e H2,ß+i,

is a continuous linear mapping of H'2tß into H'2 ß+1.

The generalized operator Q*ß defined on H[     by

<QM/» = </><?/!*>>>        /€/*!,„, <P£Hhß+i,

is a continuous linear mapping of H[    into H'lß+1.

The generalized operator 22*, defined on H'1)i+1 through

iR;f,tp) = (f,Rßtp),        fEH'hß+1, tpEHhß,

is an isomorphism from H[ ß+1 onto H[   .

REMARK 1. Note that the generalized operators considered in Proposition 2 are

consistent with the usual definitions of multiplication by an infinitely differentiable

function and differentiation of distributions.

REMARK 2. As an immediate consequence of Propositions 1 and 2, the Bessel

operator

Bß = QßRß = D2+l-D-^

is a continuous linear mapping of the spaces 22iiM and H2ß into themselves. This

operator arises more frequently and takes a greater interest in different problems

of mathematical physics than the operator Sß investigated by Zemanian [8].

3. The generalized Hankel transformation h[ . Let p be restricted to

— ̂ < p < oo. Every member of 22iiM satisfies the hypotheses of the Hankel

transform inversion theorem [6, p. 456], Therefore, the classical Hankel transform

hiiß, as given in (1.6), exists for all f(x) E 22iiM. An argument similar to the one

used by Zemanian in [7] allows us to assure

THEOREM 3.   The Hankel transformation hitß is an automorphism on Hiß for

As the members of H2,ß fulfill the requirements of Theorem 1, the following Gan

also be asserted.

THEOREM 4. Let p > -~. The Hankel transformation /i2>M, given by (1.9), is

an automorphism on H2,ß-

In view of the behavior near the origin and at infinity of the members of 22iiM (i =

1,2), some straightforward manipulations yield the following operational formulas.

First, those corresponding to the transform hi,ß are given by the following.
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Proposition 3. Let p > -|. If <p e 22i,M, then

hi,ß+i(-xip) = Rßhitßtp,       hitß+i(Rßtp) = -yhUtltp,

(3.1) hi,ß(-x2tp) = Bßhi,ßtp,        hi,ß(Bßtp) = -y2hi,ßtp.

If tpe Hitß+i, then

hi,ß(xtp) = Qßhitß+i<p,        hi:ß(Qßtp) = yhiyß+i<p.

Next, for those concerning the transform /¡2)M we have

Proposition 4. Let p>-\. If tpe H2,ß, we have

h2,ß+i(xtp) = Qßh2,ß<p, h2,ß+i(Qßtp) = yh2,ßtp,

h2,ß(-x2tp) = RßQßh2,ßtp, h2,ß(R*ßQß<p) = -y2h2ißtp.

And when tp e 222iM+i, we find

h2,ß(-xtp) = R*ßh2tß+i<p, h2iß(R*,tp) = -yh2tß+itp.

The generalized Hankel transformation h'lß is defined on H2tß as the adjoint of

h2,ß on H2,ß, namely,

(3-2) M,,,/,*) = {/,A2lM#)

for every / E H2tß and <ï> E H2,ß.

The following assertion is a simple consequence of Theorem 4.

THEOREM 5. The generalized Hankel transformation h\ß, defined by (3.2), is

an automorphism on H!¡ ß for p~> —\.

It should be pointed out that by setting tp = /i2,M$ and by invoking Theorem 4,

(3.2) can be written as

(h'i,ßf, h2:ßtp) = (f, tp),        f E H^ß, tp E H2,ß.

The last expression can be understood as a generalization of the Parseval equa-

tion (1.8), as it happens for the Hankel transformation studied by Zemanian [9, p.

142].

Recall that 22iiM C H2 provided that p > — ¿. If / € 22liM, then h[ f exists

and we have, according to our definition (3.2),

/•OO

{h'ij, *) = (/, h3tlt$) = /     f(x)(h2,ß*)(x) dx,
Jo

where $ 6 H2,ß. By again applying (1.8) we arrive at

roo roo

/     fix)ih2,ß*)(x)dx=        (hi,ßf)(y)$(y)dy = (hhßf,<!>).
Jo Jo

Hence, when / E 22iM it is proven that

(3-3) h'lßf = hitßf,

in other words, the classical Hankel transformation /ii,M/ is a special case of the

generalized transformation h\ „.

From definition (3.2) and Proposition 4, the following is deduced.
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Proposition 5. Let p>-\. For all f e H2ß,

h'Uß+ii-xf) = Rßh\J, h'hß+1(Rßf) = -yh'lißf,

h'i,ß(~x2f) = Bßh\J, h[JBßf) = -y2h\J.

Uf&H2:ß+1, then

h'ijxf) = QpK<ß+lf, h[JQßf) = ytihß+J.

Inasmuch as 22i,M C H2tlJ. and 22iiM+i C H2 +1, the above results can be

considered as an extension of those in Proposition 3.

REMARK 3. If (3.2) is replaced by the usual definition of the generalized trans-

formation h[ ß, that is,

(3.5) (h'i,ßf^) = (f,h'1>ß^),        f e H'^, $ G Hhß,

then the conventional and generalized transformations verify the relation

h'i,ßf = yh'hß(x-1f),      feHhß,

instead of the "natural" equality (3.3). Moreover, the operational formulas corre-

sponding to the generalized Hanel transformation h'lß does not coincide with the

respective classical results. Consequently, our definition (3.2) seems to be more

adequate than (3.5).

REMARK 4. The calculus operational due to the generalized transformation

h\ ß permits one to solve certain partial differential equations involving the Bessel

operator Bß. Thus, the problems posed by Zemanian in [9, pp. 154-163] can be

directly solved by applying the transform h\ 0 as given by (3.2) when p = 0, making

unnecessary the previous change of variables done in the mentioned reference.

REMARK 5. Analogously, it is feasible to define the generalized transformation

h'2    in H[    as the adjoint operator of h\    on 22iiM.
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